
“We often forget that 
we are nature.

Nature is not something 
separate from us. 

So when we say that we 
have lost our connection to nature, 

we have lost our connection to 
ourselves”

Andy Goldsworthy



Launched: 
15/12/2019

           In line with  commitment to finding eco-friendly 
and sustainable solutions that will impact the environment in a positive way, we have 
decided to seek an innovative solution for publishing and distributing our beautiful and 
informative magazine.

Whilst no one can deny the pleasure one experiences when paging through a crisp new 
magazine, the reality is that print has become an option rather than being the primary 
means of consumption when it comes to media.

The current trend is shifting towards digital publications with the option to print on 
demand. As a result, after much discussion by our team, we have decided to publish 

 online, as we believe that this will allow for a far greater 
reach than we would have if we went with local print distribution.  
We also appreciate the other benefit of going green and the advantages of hyperlinks be 
it a word, product or advert which our readers can interact directly to your website or 
social media platform.  And for us the more people we reach, the more we can highlight 
the issues facing our planet and showcase the many innovative solutions that exist as 
well as the inspirational individuals that are making a difference.

However, we also recognise that there are still those (and there are a few on our team) 
who still love print and for those people the print on demand option is ideal.

 will be available on the following digital platforms for 
purchase. Soon on Apple & Google Play

Zinio 

MAGZTER 

Request a copy to view

Eco Balance Lifestyle Magazine's

Eco Balance Lifestyle Magazine

Eco Balance Lifestyle Magazine

https://www.zinio.com/za/ecobalance-lifestyle-m36136

https://www.magzter.com/ZA/Eco-Balance-Lifestyle-Magazine/EcoBalance-Lifestyle/Lifestyle/

 ... we are GREEN! Yes

A4 in Size

 

Collectively we can

make a 
to our environment!

We have reduced our carbon footprint, a 
magazine for the reader who wants to live

an eco-conscious balanced lifestyle!

www.ecobalancelifestyle.com

https://www.zinio.com/za/ecobalance-lifestyle-m36136
https://www.magzter.com/ZA/Eco-Balance-Lifestyle-Magazine/EcoBalance-Lifestyle/Lifestyle/
http://www.ecobalancelifestyle.com


THIS IS WHAT                   ARE SAYING

I re
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Interesting, informative and 

well la
id out. 

Well D
one!!!

Avril
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away.Cindi 
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Congratulations Anthea!

That is a beautifully crafted 

and very comprehensive - 

and interesting - 

first issue. 

Most impressive!

With best regards,

Charles

Dear Anthea, you are a machine, 

well done & congratulations on 

the launch of your inaugural 

issue of eco balance. 

You can be very proud of 

yourself and I'm sure you 

are. 

Kind regards from a confirmed 

reader, Derek.
Wow! It's beautiful!

Well done!!!Gavin! ?

 I’ve just read through Eco 

Balance Lifestyle

How absolutely gorgeous! 

Your hard work has paid off 

and I hope this brings you 

an abundance of good things!

Kayla

LOVED the firs
t

one - s
tunning!

Ingrid I received my copy of EcoBalance Lifestyle magazine and I am blown away by how fantastic 
this magazine actually is!!! Wow wow wow Anthea Campbell your mag is more than a  hit... 

it is fantastic and packed with awesome ideas for not only health and lifestyle but with yummy 
food and fab giveaways!!! Thank you to all involved in this fantastic mag. Shanday

Your 1st issue is

beautiful, chock full of

interesting articles and 

so creatively put together.

MelYour first 
issue is WOW

Vicus



IT’S FREE! NO COST TO YOU.

 
We will focus on 

food & drink, travel, 
fashion, 

decor, gardening, 
beauty, 

wellness, health, 
beauty, packaging, 

recycling, transport, 
energy, tech, 

restaurants, market-places,
travel, petcare 

baby & child, reads

Are your products eco-friendly, green, sustainably produced or
encourage living a balanced lifestyle? If so then this is a great 

way to showcase your products.
Send your product photo and copy for inclusion in our digital 

magazine, website and on all our social media platforms to
 

 
anthea@ecobalancelifestyle.com

mailto:anthea@ecobalancelifestyle.com


anthea@ecobalancelifestyle.com kerry@ecobalancelifestyle.com

Rates and features on request

mailto:clint@ecobalancelifestyle.com
mailto:clint@ecobalancelifestyle.com
mailto:kerry@ecobalancelifestyle.com

